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§ 1. Introduction

For each prime p, we have the Brown-Peterson spectrum BP whose
coefficient is the polynomial ring BP^ = Zip)[vl9 v2,~

r\ over Hazewinkel's
generators vt with \vi\=2pi — 2. This has the invariant prime ideals In

= (p, Vxi-'iVn-i) for n > — 1, where / _ ! = (0) and / 0 = (p). Then the Toda-
Smith spectrum V(n) is the finite ring spectrum characterized by

for n > — 1. Once we know the existence of this spectrum, we can construct a
family of nontrivial elements of the homotopy groups n^S of the sphere
spectrum S, which are known as the Greek letter elements. The existence of
the spectrum V(n) is known only for n < 4. In this case V(n) exists if and only
if the prime p is greater than In. It seems that F(4) exists for a large prime p,
but still now we have no way to prove it. We so consider a similar spectrum
Wk(ri) defined by

as a tfi^BP-comodule subalgebra of BP+BP/IH+1 = {BPJIH+1)[tl9t29—].
Then V(4) = W0(4). If Wk(ri) does not exist for some fe, neither does V(n).
However by computing obstructions we obtain the existence of Wk(4) for k > 1
at a prime p > 1 in [6], and in this paper we prove the following

THEOREM. Let p be a prime number greater than 7. Then Wx(4) exists.

In §2 we recall Ravenel's ring spectra T(k) and show the following

PROPOSITION. Let p be any prime and k and n non-negative integers with
k>n. Then there exists a T(k)-module spectrum Wk(ri).

In §§3-4 we compute the differentials of the Adams-Novikov spectral
sequence for the spectrum J^(3) and show the above theorem.

§2. Wk(n)

Let p denote an odd prime number and S be the sphere spectrum. The


